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1. INTRODUCTION {#ndi12581-sec-0005}
===============

Young adulthood (18‐30 years) marks the transitional period between adolescence and adulthood.[1](#ndi12581-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} It is an impressionable life stage as young adults develop new skills toward their independence yet remain vulnerable due to a lack of life experience.[2](#ndi12581-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Young adulthood is a pivotal time to intervene to promote healthy food choices. They are among the largest consumers of sugar‐sweetened beverages and fast food, and have low fruit and vegetable intakes.[3](#ndi12581-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#ndi12581-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#ndi12581-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#ndi12581-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#ndi12581-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} These modifiable food choice behaviours carry long term health implications such as increased risk of chronic metabolic diseases (eg, cardiovascular diseases and diabetes mellitus).[8](#ndi12581-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}

Due to the exponential growth in social media (SM) use over the last decade,[9](#ndi12581-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} nutrition and health professionals, government and non‐government health organisations (health professionals) try to leverage SM to reinforce healthy food choices and nutrition‐related behaviours in young adults.[10](#ndi12581-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#ndi12581-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#ndi12581-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} However, health campaigns utilising social media and targeting young adults have suffered from poor engagement and high attrition rates.[13](#ndi12581-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#ndi12581-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#ndi12581-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} In addition, content from health professionals must compete against sophisticated social marketing campaigns of corporate brands and food industries.[16](#ndi12581-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#ndi12581-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} SM content is poorly regulated, and food and beverage organisations are known to exploit young adults\' social vulnerabilities using image‐based marketing tactics, including peer ambassadors and celebrity endorsements designed to sell an illusion of health, beauty and success from products they are offering.[16](#ndi12581-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Evidence is now emerging of the negative consequences of such content for body image (BI) concerns, particularly in young women.[18](#ndi12581-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#ndi12581-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}

Body image is experienced on a continuum from positive to negative. People with negative BI (body dissatisfaction) feel dissatisfied with their appearance, and perceive a discrepancy between their current appearance and ideal appearance.[20](#ndi12581-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#ndi12581-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} The more dissatisfied a person feels about their body, the higher their risk of experiencing low self‐esteem depression,[22](#ndi12581-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} and poor quality of life.[23](#ndi12581-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#ndi12581-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} Negative BI increases the likelihood of engaging in disordered eating behaviours including dieting, binge eating, fasting, calorie counting, and self‐induced vomiting[25](#ndi12581-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} with numerous serious long‐term health consequences.[26](#ndi12581-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} Recognition of these negative consequences emphasises the importance of promoting and supporting positive BI in young adults to optimise health and wellbeing.

One forum through which appearance‐related content is presented is SM platforms.[12](#ndi12581-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Approximately 90% of young adults in Australia,[27](#ndi12581-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} and the United States,[9](#ndi12581-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} use SM platforms, the majority on a daily basis,[28](#ndi12581-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} either in a passive or active form (Appendix [S4](#ndi12581-supitem-0004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). SM use can also be categorised as positive or negative. For the current review, users that are seeking reassurance or engaging in negative body fat talk (eg, "I look fat") with others online are defined as engaging negatively on SM.[29](#ndi12581-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}

Theoretical perspectives that provide insight into the relationship between SM engagement and exposure to image‐related content on BI are social comparison theory and objectification theory. Comparisons made with peers perceived as being more attractive, or thinner (upward comparisons) are an established precursor of body dissatisfaction.[18](#ndi12581-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#ndi12581-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} A predisposition to engage in social comparisons on SM may be an underlying mechanism (herein referred to as mediator) influencing the development of BI dissatisfaction.[18](#ndi12581-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#ndi12581-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} Objectification theory proposes that the sexual portrayal of women in society promotes a culture where women are seen as objects for the viewing pleasure of others.[32](#ndi12581-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} It is suggested that these influences acclimatise women in particular, to engage in self‐objectification. Self‐objectification refers to the degree that a person internalises a third‐person perspective of themselves and becomes preoccupied with how their body looks to peers. This can result in habitual monitoring of their bodies\' appearance. Social networking sites provide opportunities for young adults to engage in self‐objectification behaviours by uploading photos of themselves that invite comments and reactions from others.[18](#ndi12581-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}

These theories are not just applicable to women, as men also engage in self‐objectifying behaviours on SM.[33](#ndi12581-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#ndi12581-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} For example, young adult men reported that showcasing fashion choices on SM was a means of expressing themselves for which they receive appearance‐related evaluations (eg, "looking good man") on images posted.[35](#ndi12581-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} The portrayal of inspirational fitness images (fitspiration), thin bodies (thin‐ideal), and evocative food images on SM are also evidence of this phenomena.[36](#ndi12581-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#ndi12581-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} Engaging in self‐objectifying behaviours on SM may act as a mediator in the development of body dissatisfaction as long‐term manifestations of self‐objectification include body shame, body surveillance, appearance anxiety, internalisation of the thin‐ideal and increased risk of disordered eating behaviours.[38](#ndi12581-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}

Despite emerging evidence linking SM to BI and the implications of negative BI on health and wellbeing, there is limited evidence to date that explores the relationship between SM, BI and food choice in young adults. A previous systematic review of experimental and observational literature reported that exposure to social networking sites was associated with negative BI and disordered eating behaviours in children, pre‐adolescent, adolescent and young adult populations in community, school and college settings.[39](#ndi12581-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} A limitation of using experimental literature to evaluate the effects of SM exposure is that it is difficult to mimic the ever‐evolving SM environment to which young adults are exposed.[19](#ndi12581-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, this review evaluates the observational literature consisting of both qualitative and quantitative studies. This area of research is evolving rapidly and updated exploration of SM engagement or exposure to image‐related content in a young adult population exclusively is in progress.[40](#ndi12581-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}

The aims of the current review were to systematically search the existing literature in order to summarise: the impact of engagement (eg, sharing, commenting, liking) and/or exposure to any image‐related content (eg, images, photos and videos) via SM on BI (satisfaction or dissatisfaction) in young adults and explore how exposure influences food choices (eg, dieting, healthy eating or overeating).

2. METHODS {#ndi12581-sec-0006}
==========

This was a mixed method systematic review of observational quantitative and qualitative studies. Study design, implementation, analysis, and reporting followed The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta‐Analysis (PRISMA) protocol.[41](#ndi12581-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} The systematic review protocol was registered in PROSPERO (Registration No. CRD42016036588) March 2016.

Inclusion criteria were studies that involved healthy young adults (aged 18‐30 years) of any body mass index (BMI kg/m[2](#ndi12581-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}), using SM (online blogs, microblogs, content communities, or social networking sites) for engagement (eg, sharing, commenting, liking), or image‐related activities (eg, viewing, posting, or engaging with images). Observational studies that explored habitual SM use were included. The outcomes of interest were the impact on BI (satisfaction or dissatisfaction), or a diet‐related health behaviour (measures of healthy eating, dieting/restricting, overeating/bingeing). Search criteria were restricted to peer‐reviewed papers published in English between 2005 and July 2019. These dates coincide with the increasing popularity of SM.[9](#ndi12581-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Exclusion criteria were studies that involved young adults with pre‐diagnosed chronic illness, psychological disorders, eating disorders, internet addiction or partaking in risky health behaviours (eg, smoking, heavy alcohol, drug use). Studies evaluating exposure to pro‐eating disorder sites were also excluded as this content may attract participants with existing BI dissatisfaction.[18](#ndi12581-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Experimental studies were also excluded as they did not constitute habitual SM use.

A systematic search in CINHAL Plus, Cochrane, OVID Medline, PsychINFO, Scopus, and Sociological Abstracts databases was initally completed in May 2018 and updated on 6th July 2019. Search terms included a keyword combination of population terms AND SM terms AND BI or food choice terms. Food choice was an umbrella term to describe foods and beverages that young adults consumed and their eating habits (eg, snacking, dieting, restricting, and overeating). This term reflects the observational literature examined, as long‐term eating behaviours are unable to be determined. An example search term is "young adult" AND "social network" AND "body dissatisfaction or diet". The complete Boolean keyword search strategy used is shown in Table [1](#ndi12581-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. Search terms were altered to suit the individual requirements of each database including MeSH terms. The database search strategy is in Appendix [S1](#ndi12581-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Supporting Information.

###### 

PICO search criteria for systematic review of social media exposure for effects on body image and food choices

  Population                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Exposure                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Comparison   Outcome
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  "young adult[\*](#ndi12581-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}", "young women", "young men", "young people", "young individual[\*](#ndi12581-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}", youth, teen[\*](#ndi12581-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}, undergraduate[\*](#ndi12581-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}, student[\*](#ndi12581-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}, school‐aged, adolescen[\*](#ndi12581-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}   "social media", "social network[\*](#ndi12581-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}", "social medium", facebook, Instagram, twitter, tweet[\*](#ndi12581-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}, google[\*](#ndi12581-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}, myspace, Pinterest, Tumblr, LinkedIn, snap chat, youtube, blog[\*](#ndi12581-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}, "web site[\*](#ndi12581-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}", internet, smartphone[\*](#ndi12581-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}, "mobile app[\*](#ndi12581-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}"   n/a          "body image", preoccupation, "body dissatisfaction", "body satisfaction", appearance, thinness, "health behav[\*](#ndi12581-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}", "behav[\*](#ndi12581-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}r change", "ideal weight", "body weight", "weight control[\*](#ndi12581-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}", diet, "eating behav[\*](#ndi12581-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}", "eating disorder", binging, fasting, bulimia, anorexia, orthorexia, overeat[\*](#ndi12581-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}

Denotes truncation of search term.

Study records were managed using Covidence systematic review software (Veritas Health Innovation, Melbourne, Australia). Search results were imported with duplicate records automatically removed. Two investigators (KR and SS, MB or AM) independently screened citations (title, abstract) against inclusion and exclusion criteria. A third investigator independently screened conflicting citations (TM). Two investigators (KR and SS, AM or MB) independently assessed full‐text articles for eligibility against inclusion and exclusion criteria. Excluded papers were coded as either "*not a population of interest*", "*not an intervention of interest*", or "*not an outcome of interest*". Discrepancies were discussed between investigators (KR and SS, MB or AM) and resolved by consensus. Conference proceedings and dissertations were flagged and later excluded from analysis as their level of peer review was unknown.

A data extraction template was created and tested to extract data from quantitative and qualitative studies. One investigator (KR) independently extracted data from all included studies. Secondary independent data extraction was completed in duplicate (TM, SG, KK or MB). Discrepancies were discussed between investigators (KR, TM, SG, KK, MB) and resolved by consensus. Data extracted for analysis included; reference details, study design (type, sample size, setting, recruitment method, response rate, SM channel, SM engagement or image‐related exposure measure, BI measure, food choice measure), mediators between SM engagement/exposure and BI and eating behaviours (social comparison, objectification), population characteristics (age, gender, ethnicity) and key findings. For qualitative outcomes, two investigators (KR, MB) independently extracted and coded qualitative results data. Investigators then came together (KR, MB and SG) to discuss codes and group into themes associated with factors influencing SM engagement or exposure to image‐related content on young adults\' BI and food choices.

Two quality assessment tools were used to evaluate the risk of bias and were each conducted independently by two researchers. Discrepancies were discussed between investigators (KR and KK or MB) and resolved by a third independent reviewer (TM). The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (ARHQ) Methodology Checklist for Cross‐Sectional/Prevalence Study tool [42](#ndi12581-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} was used to evaluate quantitative observational studies. The 11‐item tool used a "yes", "no" or "unclear" rating to assess the quality of data collection, analysis and reporting. Quality in Qualitative Evaluation: A Framework for Assessing Research Evidence was used to evaluate qualitative studies.[43](#ndi12581-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} The 18‐item tool appraised contribution, design rigour and credibility of conclusions drawn.

Qualitative and quantitative results were synthesised according to study quality, population demographics, study characteristics, and BI and food choice outcomes. Qualitative and quantitative results were then interpreted together in the discussion.

3. RESULTS {#ndi12581-sec-0007}
==========

The literature search retrieved 11,956 references, with 30 studies meeting the inclusion criteria (Figure [1](#ndi12581-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Table [2](#ndi12581-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"} provides a summary of the 30 eligible studies (26 quantitative, 4 qualitative).

![PRISMA flow diagram](NDI-77-19-g001){#ndi12581-fig-0001}

###### 

Study characteristics and results of social media engagement and exposure to image‐related content on body image and food choice outcomes in healthy young adults

+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| References                                               | Country              | Design      | Participant characteristics | Channel                                          | Exposure measure                   | Outcome measure                                                                                                              | Key findings                                                                                                                                   |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
+:=========================================================+:=====================+:============+:============================+:=================================================+:===================================+:=============================================================================================================================+:===============================================================================================================================================+:===============================================================================================================================================================================================+
| Howard et al[57](#ndi12581-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}     | USA                  | CS, S       | n (%F)                      | 922(100)                                         | Facebook                           | Frequency of SNS use                                                                                                         | Body Shape Questionnaire (BSQ‐16)                                                                                                              | African American women used Facebook less but had the same Twitter and Instagram use compared to white women.                                                                                  |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | College                                          | Instagram                          | Reassurance Seeking Scale (a)                                                                                                | Eating Disorder Examination Questionnaire (EDE‐Q)                                                                                              | African American women experienced lower body dissatisfaction and disordered eating than white women.                                                                                          |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 21 ± 2.8                                         | Twitter                            |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                | Frequency of Facebook use associated with body dissatisfaction but not Twitter or Instagram (no differences between ethnicity).                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | Caucasian 25 ± 5.8, African American 28.24 ± 6.1 |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                | Engaging in higher reassurance seeking increased body dissatisfaction and disordered eating (no differences between ethnicity).                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             | Caucasian (51)                                   |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             | African American (48)                            |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity (%)               |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Hummel et al[58](#ndi12581-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}     | USA                  | CS, S       | n (% F)                     | 185 (78)                                         | Facebook                           | Maladaptive Facebook Questionnaire                                                                                           | **Body Image**                                                                                                                                 | Participants who wrote revealing status updates with negative comments had greater shape and eating concerns.                                                                                  |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | College Students                                 |                                    | Status updates and comments coded for positive and negative emotions.                                                        | Eating Disorder Examination Questionnaire (EDEQ‐4)                                                                                             | Participants with a feedback seeking style and high number of comments were more likely to report eating restraint.                                                                            |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 18.73 ± 1.2                                      |                                    |                                                                                                                              | **Food choices**                                                                                                                               | Receiving negative comments from personal status updates predicted eating concerns.                                                                                                            |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | NR                                               |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Eating Disorder Examination Questionnaire (EDEQ‐4) Subscales Restraint, and Eating Concern.                                                    |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity (%)               | Caucasian (73.2)                                 |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Smith et al[62](#ndi12581-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}      | USA                  | CS, S       | n (% F)                     | 232(100)                                         | Facebook                           | Maladaptive                                                                                                                  | **Body Image**                                                                                                                                 | Maladaptive Facebook use predicted increased body dissatisfaction and shape concern.                                                                                                           |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | College Students                                 |                                    | Facebook                                                                                                                     | Body Dissatisfaction Subscale (EDI)                                                                                                            | Body dissatisfaction partially mediated the relationship between maladaptive Facebook use and increased bulimic symptoms.                                                                      |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 18.72 ± 1.6                                      |                                    | Usage Scale                                                                                                                  | Shape Concern Subscale (EDEQ‐4).                                                                                                               | Maladaptive Facebook usage predicted increased bulimic symptoms and over‐eating episodes.                                                                                                      |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | NR                                               |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Reassurance Seeking Subscale (DIRI‐RS)                                                                                                         |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity (%)               | Caucasian (76.3)                                 |                                    |                                                                                                                              | **Food choice**                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Bulimia Subscale (EDI)                                                                                                                         |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Eating Disorder Examination Questionnaire (EDEQ‐4).                                                                                            |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Feltman et al[54](#ndi12581-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}    | USA                  | CS, S       | n (%F)                      | 492(100)                                         | Instagram                          | Passive Use                                                                                                                  | Body Surveillance Subscale (OBCS)                                                                                                              | Active and passive Instagram use positively correlated with self‐objectification, body surveillance, upward and downward appearance comparisons and positive appearance commentary.            |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | College                                          |                                    | Active Use                                                                                                                   | Internalisation Subscale (SATAQ‐3)                                                                                                             | The internalisation of cultural beauty standards and engaging in upward appearance comparisons mediated the association between Instagram use with body surveillance and self‐objectification. |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 18.5 ± 0.85                                      |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Upward and Downward Appearance                                                                                                                 | Positive and negative commentary and downward appearance comparisons did not mediate the association between Instagram, use, self‐objectification and body surveillance.                       |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | NR                                               |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Comparison Scale Appearance‐Related Commentary (RD)                                                                                            |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity (%)               | Caucasian (84)                                   |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Social Networking Appearance‐Related Commentary Scale (SNARCS) (RD)                                                                            |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Self‐Objectification Questionnaire (SOQ)                                                                                                       |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Hanna et al[55](#ndi12581-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}      | USA                  | CS, S       | n (% F)                     | 1104 (62.5)                                      | Facebook                           | Time spent using Facebook minutes‐hours                                                                                      | State Self‐Esteem Scale (SSES)                                                                                                                 | Time spent on Facebook was inversely associated with self‐esteem, and positively associated with social comparison, depression, anxiety and body shame.                                        |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | College students                                 |                                    | Passive Facebook Use                                                                                                         | Iowa Netherlands Comparison Orientation Measure                                                                                                | Social comparison and self‐objectification mediated relationship between Facebook use and body shame.                                                                                          |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | F19.11, M19.43                                   |                                    | Active Facebook Use                                                                                                          | Body Surveillance subscale (OBC‐Y)                                                                                                             |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | NR                                               |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Enjoyment of Sexualisation Scale (ESS)                                                                                                         |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity (%)               | Caucasian (\>70)                                 |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Sexual Appeal Self‐Worth Scale                                                                                                                 |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Kim et al[59](#ndi12581-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}        | USA                  | CS, S       | n (% F)                     | 186 (64)                                         | Facebook                           | Utz and Beukeboom\'s SNS use for Grooming Scale[a](#ndi12581-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}                                       | Drive for Thinness (EDI)                                                                                                                       | Men reported greater drive for muscularity than women. Women reported greater drive for thinness,                                                                                              |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | College students                                 |                                    | Time spent on Facebook/day                                                                                                   | Drive for Muscularity (DMS)                                                                                                                    | Women are more likely to engage in appearance comparisons.                                                                                                                                     |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 19.75 ± 2.06                                     |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Physical Appearance Comparison Scale (PACS)                                                                                                    | Social grooming behaviours positively associated with the drive for thinness and appearance comparisons.                                                                                       |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | NR                                               |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                | Appearance comparisons mediated Facebook use with social grooming and drive for thinness.                                                                                                      |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity (%)               | Caucasian (74.1)                                 |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                | Time spent on Facebook not associated with appearance comparison, drive for thinness or drive for muscularity.                                                                                 |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Lee et al[60](#ndi12581-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}        | USA/Korea            | CS, S       | n (%F)                      | USA 502(60.1)                                    | Social Media                       | Social media use for information (eg, fashion, exercise.)                                                                    | Body‐Esteem Scale for Adolescents and Adults                                                                                                   | Social media information seeking negatively affected body image in both US and Korean participants, but was not significant in the Korean cohort.                                              |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | Korea 518(62.6)                                  |                                    | Social media use for status seeking                                                                                          | Rosenberg\'s Self‐esteem Scale                                                                                                                 | Social media use for status seeking and socialising did not change body image in US participants.                                                                                              |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | College                                          |                                    | Social media use for socialising (posting, comments)                                                                         | Ryff\'s (1989) psychological wellbeing scale                                                                                                   | Social media use for status seeking positively affected body image in Korean participants with socialising having no effect.                                                                   |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | USA 21.13 ± 4.5                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity (%)               | Korea 22.35 ± 2.15                               |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             | NR                                               |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             | USA---Asian (48)                                 |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             | Korea---all Korean                               |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Manago et al[61](#ndi12581-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}     | USA                  | CS, S       | n (% F)                     | 815 (n = 467)                                    | Facebook                           | Facebook Involvement:                                                                                                        | **Objectified Body Consciousness:**                                                                                                            | Women reported higher levels of Facebook involvement, body shame and appearance self‐worth than men.                                                                                           |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | Psychology students                              |                                    | Time spent/day                                                                                                               | Gordon and Ward Self‐Worth Measure                                                                                                             | Women and men with high Facebook involvement (passive/active use) reported greater objectified body consciousness.                                                                             |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 19.07 ± 0.82                                     |                                    | Facebook Intensity Scale                                                                                                     | Body Shame Subscale (OBC‐Y)                                                                                                                    | Objectified body consciousness predicted greater body shame in women and men.                                                                                                                  |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | NR                                               |                                    | Passive Use (viewing stories, liking)                                                                                        | Body Surveillance Subscale (OBC‐Y)                                                                                                             |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity                   | Caucasian (74.3)                                 |                                    | Active Use (posting, status updates)                                                                                         | Enjoyment of Sexualisation Scale                                                                                                               |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Fardouly et al[52](#ndi12581-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}   | AUS                  | CS, S       | n (% F)                     | 146 (100)                                        | Social Media                       | Participants periodically asked by text message if they made appearance comparisons, and their context (eg, Social Media).   | **Body Image**                                                                                                                                 | 10% appearance comparisons made through social media.                                                                                                                                          |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | Psychology Students                              |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Body Dissatisfaction Subscale (EDI)                                                                                                            | Participants reported more upward social media comparisons than lateral or downward comparisons.                                                                                               |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 19.24 ± 2.24                                     |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Appearance Subscale (SSES)                                                                                                                     | Engaging in upward social media comparisons associated with less appearance satisfaction.                                                                                                      |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | 21.74 ± 3.71                                     |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Appearance Comparisons: Frequency/Nature/Direction[b](#ndi12581-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}                                                      | Social media comparisons associated with more dieting thoughts and diet‐related behaviours.                                                                                                    |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity (%)               | Caucasian (39.6)                                 |                                    |                                                                                                                              | **Food choices** 2                                                                                                                             |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              | adapted questions from (EDEQ) on restraint and diet behaviour.                                                                                 |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Cohen et al[49](#ndi12581-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}      | AUS                  | CS, S       | n (%F)                      | 259(100)                                         | SNS                                | Time spent SNS/day                                                                                                           | Body Image: Internalisation Subscale (SATAQ‐3)                                                                                                 | 64% use SNS 2 hours/day. 48.7% take selfies at least once /fortnight. 62.2% edit photos. 80.7% do not edit photos.                                                                             |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | College                                          |                                    | Selfie Activities (taking/sharing)                                                                                           | Appearance Evaluation Subscale (MBSRQ)                                                                                                         | Selfie posting negatively correlated with body satisfaction.                                                                                                                                   |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 22.97 ± 3.25                                     |                                    | Photo Investment Scale                                                                                                       | Body Surveillance Subscale (OBCS) Drive for Thinness (EDI)                                                                                     | Photo investment positively correlated with thin‐ideal internalisation, drive for thinness and bulimia symptoms.                                                                               |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | 22.45 ± 3.89                                     |                                    | Photo Manipulation Scale                                                                                                     | Eating Behavior Bulimia Subscales (EDI)                                                                                                        | Photo investment negatively correlated with body satisfaction.                                                                                                                                 |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity (%)               | Caucasian (77.5)                                 |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                | Selfie behaviours did not predict drive for thinness.                                                                                                                                          |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                | Self‐objectification mediated photo investment and bulimia symptoms.                                                                                                                           |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Ahadzadeh et al[45](#ndi12581-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}  | Malaysia             | CS, OS      | n (% F)                     | 273 (62.3)                                       | Instagram                          | Time (minute, hour)                                                                                                          | Body Areas Satisfaction Scale (BASS)                                                                                                           | Instagram use was inversely associated with body satisfaction.                                                                                                                                 |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | College                                          |                                    | Following celebrities (yes/no)                                                                                               | Body Image Ideals Questionnaire (BIQ)                                                                                                          |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 20.09 ± 1.12                                     |                                    | Number/type of pictures posted                                                                                               | Appearance Schemas Inventory (ASI‐R)                                                                                                           |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | 21.05 (3.53)                                     |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Rosenberg Self‐Esteem Scale (RSES)                                                                                                             |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity (%)               | Chinese (83.9)                                   |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Barry et al[47](#ndi12581-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}      | USA                  | CS, S, SMO  | n (%F)                      | 100(80)                                          | Instagram                          | 30‐day Content Analyses (posts, followers, following)                                                                        | Rosenberg Self‐Esteem Scale (RSES)                                                                                                             | Greater selfies and posies not significantly associated with preoccupation with physical appearance standards.                                                                                 |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | College                                          |                                    | Coding included (selfie, non‐selfie, photo of participant \[posie\], no participant)                                         | Physical Appearance Comparison Scale (PACS)                                                                                                    | Physical appearance selfies not significantly associated with physical appearance concerns or self‐esteem.                                                                                     |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 19.93 ± 1.35                                     |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Sociocultural Attitudes Toward Appearance (SATAQ3).                                                                                            |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | NR                                               |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity (%)               | Caucasian (77)                                   |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Fardouly et al[51](#ndi12581-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}   | AUS/USA              | CS, S       | n (%F)                      | 276(100)                                         | Instagram                          | Instagram checked/day                                                                                                        | Internalisation Subscale (SATAQ‐3)                                                                                                             | Instagram checked 1× daily---every few hours. Approx. 30 minutes spent on Instagram.                                                                                                           |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | College                                          |                                    | Time Spent/day                                                                                                               | Upward and Downward Appearance Comparison Scale                                                                                                | Comparisons made mostly to friends and celebrities.                                                                                                                                            |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 22.83 ± 3.57                                     |                                    | How often fitspiration images viewed                                                                                         | Body Dissatisfaction Subscale (EDI)                                                                                                            | Instagram use positively correlated with self‐objectification and internalization of beauty ideal (not body dissatisfaction, drive for thinness or appearance comparison).                     |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | 24.37 ± 6.52                                     |                                    | Frequency comparisons to female groups (family, friends, acquaintances, strangers, celebrities, themselves)                  | Drive for Thinness subscale (EDI)                                                                                                              | Viewing fitspiration images positively correlated to comparison tendencies, body dissatisfaction and drive for thinness (not self‐objectification).                                            |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity (%)               | Caucasian (USA 71.5, AUS 54.8)                   |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Self‐Objectification Questionnaire (SOQ)                                                                                                       | Appearance comparison mediated frequency of viewing fitspiration images with body dissatisfaction and drive for thinness.                                                                      |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                | Frequency of comparison to fitspiration images mediated frequency of viewing fitspiration images and body dissatisfaction.                                                                     |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Fardouly et al[53](#ndi12581-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}   | AUS                  | CS, S       | n (% F)                     | 227 (100)                                        | Facebook                           | Times spent checking Facebook                                                                                                | Body Dissatisfaction Subscale (EDI)                                                                                                            | Greater frequency of checking and Facebook use positively associated with body dissatisfaction and drive for thinness.                                                                         |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | Psychology students                              |                                    | Physical Appearance Comparison Scale (PACS)[a](#ndi12581-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}                                           | Drive for Thinness Subscale (EDI)                                                                                                              | Appearance comparisons mediated these relationships.                                                                                                                                           |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 19.13 ± 2.21                                     |                                    | Comparison direction for family members, close friends, Facebook friends, friends of friends, celebrities.                   | Physical Appearance Comparison Scale (PACS)[a](#ndi12581-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}                                                             | Body rated most negatively after comparing to female celebrities followed by close friends and distant peers.                                                                                  |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | 21.41 ± 3.93                                     |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity                   | Caucasian (46.3)                                 |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Niu et al[65](#ndi12581-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}        | China                | CS          | n (% F)                     | 886(100)                                         | WeChat                             | Selfie posting frequency                                                                                                     | **Body objectification**                                                                                                                       | Selfie posting frequency positively correlated with commentary on appearance and self objectification.                                                                                         |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | College                                          |                                    | Verbal Commentary on Physical Appearance Scale (VCOPAS)                                                                      | Objectified Body Consciousness Scale (OBCS)                                                                                                    | Selfie posting was positively correlated with restrained eating.                                                                                                                               |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 20.14 ± 1.09                                     |                                    |                                                                                                                              | **Food choice**                                                                                                                                | Commentary on appearance and self objectification both mediated the relationship between selfie posting frequency and restrained eating.                                                       |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | 20.26 ± 2.57                                     |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Restrained Eating subscale from the Dutch Eating Behaviour Questionnaire (DEBQ)                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity                   | Chinese                                          |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Veldhuis et al[67](#ndi12581-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}   | Netherlands          | CS          | n (% F)                     | 179(100)                                         | Facebook                           | The photo subscale from Facebook photo‐activity scale[a](#ndi12581-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}                                 | Body Dissatisfaction Subscale (EDI)[a](#ndi12581-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}                                                                     | Facebook most popular SNS.                                                                                                                                                                     |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | College                                          | Instagram                          | Photo Selection Scale                                                                                                        | Body Appreciation Scale‐2                                                                                                                      | Average 1‐2 selfies posted per week.                                                                                                                                                           |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 21.54 ± 2.05                                     | Twitter                            | Editing of selfies[a](#ndi12581-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}                                                                    | Objectified Body Consciousness Scale (OBCS)                                                                                                    | Selfie selection was non‐significantly associated with increased body appreciation.                                                                                                            |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | 21.95 ± 2.73                                     | Pinterest                          | Deliberate selfie posting[b](#ndi12581-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}                                                             | Rosenberg Self‐Esteem Scale (RSES)                                                                                                             |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity                   | NR                                               | Tumblr                             |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Wagner et al[63](#ndi12581-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}     | USA                  | CS, S       | n (% F)                     | 130(100)                                         | Instagram                          | Number of solo selfies taken and posted in a month.                                                                          | Body Dimensions (BIAS‐BD)                                                                                                                      | Average of 17 selfies taken and 0.34 selfies were posted during a month.                                                                                                                       |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | College Students                                 |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                | Participant\'s actual body size positively related to level of body dissatisfaction.                                                                                                           |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 19.9 ± 1.62                                      |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                | Actual body size and body dissatisfaction predicted the number of selfies taken.                                                                                                               |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | 21.59 ± 3.17                                     |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                | Low BMI or greater body dissatisfaction predicted more selfies taken.                                                                                                                          |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity                   | NR                                               |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                | Actual body size and body dissatisfaction not related to number of selfies uploaded.                                                                                                           |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Xiaojing[69](#ndi12581-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}         | China                | CS, S       | n (% F)                     | 384 (52.9)                                       | Facebook                           | Facebook photo‐activity scale                                                                                                | Internalisation Subscale (SATAQ‐3)                                                                                                             | Social media appearance interaction positively associated with both men\'s and women\'s body dissatisfaction.                                                                                  |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | Community                                        |                                    | Online appearance interactions                                                                                               | Body Surveillance Subscale (OBCS)                                                                                                              | Social comparison mediated the relationship between men\'s online appearance interaction and body dissatisfaction.                                                                             |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 25.78 ± 3.09                                     |                                    | Online appearance presentation                                                                                               | Physical Appearance Comparison Scale (PACS)                                                                                                    |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | NR                                               |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Female Weight Satisfaction Subscale (BES)                                                                                                      |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity (%)               | NR                                               |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Muscularity and Body Fat subscales of (male body attitudes scale)                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Arroyo et al[46](#ndi12581-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}     | USA                  | CS, OS      | n (% F)                     | 488 (66.2)                                       | SNS---Facebook, Instagram, Twitter | Frequency of SNS exposure                                                                                                    | **Body Image**                                                                                                                                 | Friends\' fitness posts negatively associated with body satisfaction.                                                                                                                          |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | College students                                 | Pinterest                          | Viewing friends fitness posts (eg, food, before/after photos)                                                                | Body‐Esteem Scale for Adolescents and Adults (BESAA)                                                                                           | Friends\' fitness posts positively associated with healthy eating and negative body talk.                                                                                                      |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 20.51 ± 1.43                                     |                                    | Negative Body Talk Scale (NBT)[a](#ndi12581-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}                                                        | Physical Appearance Comparison Scale (PACS)                                                                                                    | Social comparison moderates friends\' fitness posts and negative body talk.                                                                                                                    |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | NR                                               |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Body Surveillance Subscale (OBC‐Y)                                                                                                             | Women engage in healthy eating behaviours and negative body talk more than men.                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity (%)               | Caucasian (73.6)                                 |                                    |                                                                                                                              | **Food choice**                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Exercise and Diet Subscale (HPS)[a](#ndi12581-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}                                                                        |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Butkowski et al[70](#ndi12581-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}  | International sample | CS          | n (% F)                     | 177(100)                                         | Instagram                          | Selfie feedback investment[a](#ndi12581-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}                                                            | **Body Image**                                                                                                                                 | Selfie feedback investment positively correlated with drive for thinness, body surveilance and selfie posting frequency.                                                                       |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          | Researchers from USA |             | Setting                     | Online                                           |                                    | Frequency of Instagram use                                                                                                   | Body Dissatisfaction Subscale (EDI)                                                                                                            | Selfie posting frequency negatively correlated with body dissatisfaction.                                                                                                                      |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 18--30                                           |                                    | Frequency of selfie posting                                                                                                  | Drive for Thinness Subscale (EDI)                                                                                                              | Bulimia action tendencies positively correlated with body surveilance.                                                                                                                         |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | 25.09 ± 6.32                                     |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Body Surveillance Subscale (OBCS)                                                                                                              | Neither selfie feedback investment nor selfie posting frequency was correlated with bulimia action tendencies.                                                                                 |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity                   | Caucasian (59.9)                                 |                                    |                                                                                                                              | **Food choice**                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             | African American (11.86)                         |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Bulimia Subscale (EDI)                                                                                                                         |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Eckler et al[50](#ndi12581-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}     | USA                  | CS, S       | n (% F)                     | 881 (100)                                        | Facebook                           | Time spent checking, reading, posting, looking at photos.                                                                    | **Body Image:**                                                                                                                                | 20% time spent looking at photos. 8.51% posts on body, weight, diet, exercise.                                                                                                                 |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | College students                                 |                                    | Frequency topics relating to weight, body image, diet topics are posted and commented on.                                    | Body Shape Questionnaire (BSQ)                                                                                                                 | More time on Facebook related to feeling negatively after viewing photos.                                                                                                                      |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 23.83 ± 7.26                                     |                                    | Frequency of weight and body comparisons with friends                                                                        | Researcher Question: "How often has looking at someone else\'s photos on Facebook made you feel negatively about your body in the last month?" | More time viewing/posting photos led to more attention to physical appearance of others and negative body attitudes.                                                                           |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | NR                                               |                                    | Frequency attention is given to dress, body in others pictures                                                               | **Food choices:**                                                                                                                              | Increased Facebook exposure and weight loss desire increased disordered food choice.                                                                                                           |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity                   | Caucasian (87.4)                                 |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Food choice Test (EAT‐26)                                                                                                                      |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Cohen et al[48](#ndi12581-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}      | AUS                  | CS, S       | n (%F)                      | 259(100)                                         | Facebook Instagram                 | Times accessed/day                                                                                                           | Internalisation Subscale (SATAQ‐3)                                                                                                             | 99.2% of participants had Facebook. 90.3% checked Facebook 3‐5 times daily 81.5% had an Instagram account. 57.5% checked Instagram 3‐5 times/day.                                              |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | College                                          |                                    | Time spent on Social Media                                                                                                   | Physical Appearance Comparison Scale (PACS)                                                                                                    | Total time not associated with body image outcomes.                                                                                                                                            |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 22.97 ± 3.25                                     |                                    | The Facebook Questionnaire (FBQ)                                                                                             | Appearance Evaluation Subscale (MBSRQ)                                                                                                         | Facebook appearance exposure positively correlated with thin‐ideal internalisation, and body surveillance.                                                                                     |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | 22.45 ± 3.89                                     |                                    | Instagram accounts followed (health, fitness, diet, celebrities, travel)                                                     | Body Surveillance Subscale (OBCS)                                                                                                              | On Instagram: Following health and fitness accounts positively correlated with thin‐ideal internalisation and drive for thinness.                                                              |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity                   | Caucasian (77.5)                                 |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Drive for Thinness Subscale (EDI)                                                                                                              | Following celebrity accounts associated with thin‐ideal internalisation and body surveillance.                                                                                                 |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                | Users reported greater body surveillance than non‐users.                                                                                                                                       |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Hayes et al[68](#ndi12581-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}      | USA                  | CS, S       | n (% F)                     | 241 (n57)                                        | Facebook                           | Time spent and accessed/day                                                                                                  | 3 Body image questions adapted from Centre for Eating Disorders survey.                                                                        | 29.5% of young adults reported looking at own photos more than twice per week.                                                                                                                 |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | Population                                       |                                    | Facebook apps used over last 30 days (eg, pictures, posting, commenting)                                                     |                                                                                                                                                | Young adults scored higher on negative Facebook body image scale than members of older cohorts.                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 18‐29 years                                      |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                | Age independently inversely associated with higher body image dissatisfaction.                                                                                                                 |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | NR                                               |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity                   | Caucasian (73.2)                                 |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Hendrickse et al[56](#ndi12581-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} | USA                  | CS, S       | n (% F)                     | 185 (100)                                        | Instagram                          | Instagram Photoactivity Index[a](#ndi12581-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}                                                         | Body Dissatisfaction Subscale (EDI)                                                                                                            | Greater appearance comparisons associated with greater body dissatisfaction and drive for thinness.                                                                                            |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | College students                                 |                                    | Passive exposure                                                                                                             | Drive for Thinness Subscale (EDI)                                                                                                              | Appearance comparisons mediated Instagram photo activity with drive for thinness, and body dissatisfaction.                                                                                    |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 21.04 ± 3.55                                     |                                    | Physical Appearance Comparison Scale (PACS)[a](#ndi12581-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}                                           |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | NR                                               |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity                   | Caucasian (66.3)                                 |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Strubel et al[66](#ndi12581-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}    | USA                  | CS          | n (% F)                     | 796(100)                                         | Facebook                           | General Social Media Usage subscale from Media & Technology Usage and Attitudes Scale[a](#ndi12581-note-0003){ref-type="fn"} | Internalisation Subscale (SATAQ‐3)[a](#ndi12581-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}                                                                      | No significant correlations between Facebook use and body image outcomes                                                                                                                       |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | College                                          |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Physical Appearance Comparison Scale (PACS)                                                                                                    |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 20.71 ± 3.25                                     |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Body Parts Satisfaction Scale for Females (BPSS‐F)                                                                                             |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | NR                                               |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Rosenberg Self‐Esteem Scale (RSES)                                                                                                             |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity                   | Caucasian (51.5)                                 |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             | Hispanic (23.6)                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Walker et al[64](#ndi12581-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}     | USA                  | CS, S       | n (% F)                     | 128(100)                                         | Facebook                           | Facebook Intensity Scale:                                                                                                    | Eating Disorder Examination Questionnaire (EDEQ‐Q4)                                                                                            | Appearance comparison and online fat talk positively associated with disordered eating behaviors.                                                                                              |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | Undergrad students                               |                                    | Total number of friends                                                                                                      | Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale (MPS)                                                                                                     | Facebook intensity positively associated with appearance comparisons.                                                                                                                          |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 18‐23 years                                      |                                    | Time spent on Facebook/day                                                                                                   | Beck Depression Inventory                                                                                                                      | Appearance comparison mediated the relationship between Facebook intensity and disordered eating.                                                                                              |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | 23.2 ± 4.48                                      |                                    | Physical appearance comparison scale (PACS)                                                                                  | State‐Trait Anxiety Inventory                                                                                                                  | Online Fat Talk did not significantly mediate the relationship between Facebook Intensity and disordered eating.                                                                               |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity (%)               | Caucasian (81.3)                                 |                                    | Online Fat Talk Scale                                                                                                        | General Self Efficacy Scale                                                                                                                    | Time only (in the absence of appearance comparisons) was not associated with disordered appearance comparisons.                                                                                |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Baker et al[72](#ndi12581-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}      | USA                  | Qual, FG    | n (% F)                     | 27(100)                                          | Instagram                          | **Research question 1:**                                                                                                     | **Research question 2:**                                                                                                                       | **Research question 1: Uses and features**; (i) effortful posting, (ii) promotion of self, (iii) seeking engagement                                                                            |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | College                                          |                                    | How do female college students use Instagram and what features (eg, posting, liking and commenting) are most important?      | Does Instagram use impact female college students body image and in what ways?                                                                 | **Research question 2: Body image;** (i) responding to beauty ideals, (ii) comparing self with others, (iii) display of self                                                                   |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 20.00 ± 1.2                                      |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | NR                                               |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity                   | Caucasian (63)                                   |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Barry et al[44](#ndi12581-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}      | USA                  | Qual, I     | n (% F)                     | 20(0)                                            | Social Media                       | In‐depth Interviews                                                                                                          | Explored cultural factors impacting body dissatisfaction.                                                                                      | Social media provides a platform for self‐objectification, body surveillance and to receive immediate appearance assessments.                                                                  |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | Urban                                            |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Participants were asked how dress and social media practices affect their body image.                                                          | Social media exposure provokes men to analyze their self‐image and engage in comparison and competition among peers.                                                                           |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 19‐29 years                                      |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                | Social media amplifies focus on visual self and critical analysis of clothing and bodies.                                                                                                      |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | NR                                               |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity                   | Caucasian (\>60%)                                |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Grover et al[71](#ndi12581-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}     | USA                  | Qual, FG    | n (% F)                     | 73(100)                                          | Social Media                       | ---                                                                                                                          | Open conversations exploring internalized thin‐ideal values.                                                                                   | Students focus on image of themselves portrayed online.                                                                                                                                        |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | College                                          |                                    |                                                                                                                              | Origins of the thin‐ideal and understanding themes factors that promote being ultra‐thin.                                                      | Social media images of peers affect young women\'s self‐perceptions.                                                                                                                           |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                | The collective effect of thin‐ideal images may take precedence over individual body image attitudes.                                                                                           |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity                   |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Vateralus et al[73](#ndi12581-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}  | USA                  | Qual, FG, I | n (% F)                     | 34(79)                                           | Social Media                       | Social media use and daily life                                                                                              | Explored the influences of social media on participants eating habits.                                                                         | Participants felt some peers posts intend viewers to feel shame about their bodies.                                                                                                            |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Setting                     | College 20.4 years                               |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                | Viewing pictures of peers losing weight was a form of motivation and inspiration                                                                                                               |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Age (M ± SD)                | 26% OW/OB                                        |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                | Social media increases food choices.                                                                                                                                                           |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | BMI (kg/m^2^)               | Caucasian (82.4)                                 |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                | Viewing pictures of food too frequently is irritating.                                                                                                                                         |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             | Ethnicity                   |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                | Viewing food posts could lead to feeling hungry, eating more or restraint.                                                                                                                     |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                                          |                      |             |                             |                                                  |                                    |                                                                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                | Social media can distract during meal times and lead to poor food choices.                                                                                                                     |
+----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------+-------------+-----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; CS, cross‐sectional; Qual, qualitative; S, survey; FG, Focus Groups, I, interview; SMO, social media observation; NR, not reported; RD, researcher developed, SNS, social networking site.

Adapted.

Researcher developed.

Quality assessment of cross‐sectional studies (Appendix [S2](#ndi12581-supitem-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"})[42](#ndi12581-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} identified that the majority of studies had clearly defined inclusion and exclusion criteria. Reasons for exclusion of participants in analysis and adjustment for confounding variables were also incorporated in many studies. However, many studies did not identify pertinent information including a time‐period of data collection, and participant response rates. The assessment of the quality of qualitative studies[43](#ndi12581-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} identified that findings in all studies were supported by the evidence with clearly stated purpose, data collection methods with relevant appraisal and conclusions made. However, studies lacked detail contextualising their data sources and the backgrounds of researchers involved in studies. There was also little information provided of ethical, interview and focus group procedures. One study did not report any study limitations.[44](#ndi12581-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}

Quantitative studies primarily recruited participants from university cohorts (n = 23),[45](#ndi12581-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#ndi12581-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#ndi12581-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#ndi12581-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#ndi12581-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#ndi12581-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#ndi12581-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#ndi12581-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#ndi12581-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#ndi12581-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#ndi12581-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#ndi12581-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#ndi12581-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#ndi12581-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#ndi12581-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#ndi12581-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#ndi12581-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#ndi12581-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#ndi12581-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#ndi12581-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#ndi12581-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#ndi12581-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#ndi12581-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"} of which three were psychology cohorts[52](#ndi12581-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#ndi12581-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#ndi12581-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"} with the majority based in the USA,[22](#ndi12581-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#ndi12581-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#ndi12581-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#ndi12581-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#ndi12581-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#ndi12581-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [44](#ndi12581-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#ndi12581-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#ndi12581-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#ndi12581-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#ndi12581-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#ndi12581-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#ndi12581-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#ndi12581-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#ndi12581-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#ndi12581-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} followed by Australia.[48](#ndi12581-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#ndi12581-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#ndi12581-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#ndi12581-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#ndi12581-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} Three studies recruited participants in community settings (n = 3).[68](#ndi12581-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#ndi12581-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#ndi12581-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} Study sample size ranged from 100 to 1104 participants with a mean age of 18.5 to 25.78 years, of which 84% were female. Where ethnicity was reported in studies (n = 23), participants were mostly Caucasian.[46](#ndi12581-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#ndi12581-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#ndi12581-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#ndi12581-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#ndi12581-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#ndi12581-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#ndi12581-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#ndi12581-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#ndi12581-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#ndi12581-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#ndi12581-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#ndi12581-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#ndi12581-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#ndi12581-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#ndi12581-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#ndi12581-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#ndi12581-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#ndi12581-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#ndi12581-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#ndi12581-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} Of the 12 studies that reported BMI,[45](#ndi12581-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#ndi12581-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#ndi12581-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#ndi12581-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#ndi12581-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#ndi12581-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#ndi12581-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#ndi12581-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#ndi12581-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#ndi12581-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#ndi12581-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#ndi12581-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} participants had a mean range between 20.26 and 28.24 kg/m^2^. A variety of tools to measure BI and eating behaviour were used, with little overlap between the studies (Appendix [S3](#ndi12581-supitem-0003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, the Eating Disorder Examination Questionnaire (EDEQ),[52](#ndi12581-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#ndi12581-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#ndi12581-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#ndi12581-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#ndi12581-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} Eating Disorder Inventory (EDI), [48](#ndi12581-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#ndi12581-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#ndi12581-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#ndi12581-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#ndi12581-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#ndi12581-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#ndi12581-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#ndi12581-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#ndi12581-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#ndi12581-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} Objectified Body Consciousness (OBC‐Y)[46](#ndi12581-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#ndi12581-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#ndi12581-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#ndi12581-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#ndi12581-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#ndi12581-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#ndi12581-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#ndi12581-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#ndi12581-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#ndi12581-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} and Physical Appearance Comparison Scale (PACS)[46](#ndi12581-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#ndi12581-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#ndi12581-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#ndi12581-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#ndi12581-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#ndi12581-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#ndi12581-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#ndi12581-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#ndi12581-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} were the most frequently utilised measures.

The following sections report findings from included studies. Eight studies reported the impact of SM engagement on BI and food choice (n = 8);[54](#ndi12581-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#ndi12581-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#ndi12581-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#ndi12581-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#ndi12581-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#ndi12581-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#ndi12581-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#ndi12581-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"} 10 studies reported the impact of exposure to image‐related content on BI and food choice (n = 10);[45](#ndi12581-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#ndi12581-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#ndi12581-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#ndi12581-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#ndi12581-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#ndi12581-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#ndi12581-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#ndi12581-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#ndi12581-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#ndi12581-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} and eight studies reported the impact of both SM engagement and exposure to image related content on BI and food choice outcomes (n = 8).[46](#ndi12581-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#ndi12581-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#ndi12581-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#ndi12581-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#ndi12581-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#ndi12581-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#ndi12581-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#ndi12581-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}

Associations between SM engagement and BI and food choice outcomes were examined in 31% of studies [54](#ndi12581-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#ndi12581-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#ndi12581-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#ndi12581-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#ndi12581-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#ndi12581-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#ndi12581-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#ndi12581-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}; Facebook was the most commonly used social networking site (n = 6),[55](#ndi12581-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#ndi12581-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#ndi12581-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#ndi12581-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#ndi12581-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#ndi12581-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"} followed by Instagram (n = 2).[54](#ndi12581-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#ndi12581-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} Engagement was measured as either neutral engagement (eg, passive or active use[54](#ndi12581-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#ndi12581-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#ndi12581-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}) or negative engagement (eg, maladaptive use,[58](#ndi12581-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#ndi12581-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"} and reassurance seeking[57](#ndi12581-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}). Negative SM engagement (reassurance seeking[57](#ndi12581-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} and maladaptive Facebook use[58](#ndi12581-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#ndi12581-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}) was associated with higher body dissatisfaction and disordered food choices[57](#ndi12581-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#ndi12581-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#ndi12581-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"} including eating restraint[58](#ndi12581-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"} in both female[57](#ndi12581-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#ndi12581-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#ndi12581-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"} and male[58](#ndi12581-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"} college cohorts. Differences were identified based on ethnicity in two studies (Table [2](#ndi12581-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}).[57](#ndi12581-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#ndi12581-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}

Associations between exposure to image‐related content and BI[45](#ndi12581-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#ndi12581-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#ndi12581-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#ndi12581-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#ndi12581-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#ndi12581-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#ndi12581-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#ndi12581-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#ndi12581-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} and food choice (n = 4)[46](#ndi12581-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#ndi12581-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#ndi12581-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#ndi12581-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} outcomes were measured in 42% of studies. Instagram (n = 5),[45](#ndi12581-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#ndi12581-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#ndi12581-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#ndi12581-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#ndi12581-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"} followed by Facebook (n = 3)[53](#ndi12581-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#ndi12581-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#ndi12581-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} were the most commonly investigated platforms. Image‐related exposures were categorised as non‐specific images[52](#ndi12581-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#ndi12581-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} (image type not specified in results) or idyllic images[45](#ndi12581-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#ndi12581-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#ndi12581-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#ndi12581-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#ndi12581-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#ndi12581-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"} (celebrities, friends or peers portraying perfect lifestyles,[45](#ndi12581-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#ndi12581-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#ndi12581-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} and selfies[47](#ndi12581-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#ndi12581-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#ndi12581-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#ndi12581-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#ndi12581-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}). Exposure to non‐specific images was associated with higher body dissatisfaction on Facebook.[69](#ndi12581-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} While exposure to idyllic images including fitness posts,[51](#ndi12581-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} celebrities[45](#ndi12581-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} and peers,[51](#ndi12581-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#ndi12581-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} portraying perfect lifestyles was associated with higher body dissatisfaction,[51](#ndi12581-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#ndi12581-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#ndi12581-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} and drive for thinness.[51](#ndi12581-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#ndi12581-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} Selfie exposure (to self‐photos) yielded mixed results[47](#ndi12581-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#ndi12581-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#ndi12581-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#ndi12581-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#ndi12581-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"} with greater exposure associated with higher body dissatisfaction among Australian female university students,[49](#ndi12581-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} however, there was no association among USA male and female college students.[47](#ndi12581-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#ndi12581-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"} Female USA college students taking (but not posting) selfies were associated with higher body dissatisfaction.[63](#ndi12581-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"} A greater predisposition to engage in physical comparisons mediated relationships between image‐related exposure and body dissatisfaction,[51](#ndi12581-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#ndi12581-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#ndi12581-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#ndi12581-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} drive for thinness,[51](#ndi12581-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#ndi12581-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} increased dieting.[52](#ndi12581-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} This finding was consistent across all SM platforms, cohorts, genders and locations.[51](#ndi12581-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#ndi12581-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#ndi12581-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#ndi12581-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} Comparisons made with female celebrities, had higher associations to body dissatisfaction followed by comparisons with close friends and distant peers.[53](#ndi12581-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}

Associations between both SM engagement and exposure to image‐related content and BI[46](#ndi12581-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#ndi12581-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#ndi12581-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#ndi12581-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#ndi12581-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#ndi12581-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#ndi12581-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} and food choice[46](#ndi12581-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#ndi12581-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#ndi12581-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#ndi12581-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} outcomes were explored in 31% of studies. Facebook[46](#ndi12581-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#ndi12581-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#ndi12581-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#ndi12581-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#ndi12581-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#ndi12581-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} and Instagram[48](#ndi12581-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#ndi12581-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#ndi12581-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} studies measured either neutral[48](#ndi12581-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#ndi12581-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#ndi12581-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#ndi12581-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} or negative engagement,[46](#ndi12581-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#ndi12581-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#ndi12581-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} and exposure to non‐specific,[50](#ndi12581-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#ndi12581-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#ndi12581-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#ndi12581-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#ndi12581-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} idyllic images,[46](#ndi12581-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#ndi12581-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} or selfies.[70](#ndi12581-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} Studies measured either both BI and food choice outcomes (n = 3),[46](#ndi12581-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#ndi12581-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#ndi12581-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} BI outcomes only (n = 3),[48](#ndi12581-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#ndi12581-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#ndi12581-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} or food choice outcomes only (n = 1).[64](#ndi12581-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} Negative engagement, such as maladaptive use or reassurance seeking, was associated with higher disordered food choices,[64](#ndi12581-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} and viewing non‐specific images[50](#ndi12581-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} was associated with higher body dissatisfaction among USA college cohorts. Exposure to idyllic images was associated with greater negative body talk,[46](#ndi12581-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} drive for thinness,[48](#ndi12581-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} or healthy eating.[46](#ndi12581-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} Investment in receiving feedback on selfies posted was associated with greater drive for thinness.[70](#ndi12581-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} Predisposition to engage in appearance comparisons mediated the relationships between intensity of Facebook use and disordered eating,[64](#ndi12581-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} and between Instagram photo use and both body dissatisfaction and drive for thinness.[56](#ndi12581-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} The community study found that young adults had higher negative BI scores as a result of Facebook exposure compared to older cohorts.[68](#ndi12581-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}

Qualitative studies were USA based, using a semi‐structured interview,[44](#ndi12581-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} focus group,[72](#ndi12581-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#ndi12581-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} or both approaches,[74](#ndi12581-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} in mostly college cohorts.[72](#ndi12581-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#ndi12581-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} Theoretical approaches used by the research teams included grounded theory[72](#ndi12581-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"} and phenomenology.[74](#ndi12581-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} Study sample size ranged from 20 to 73 participants, with an age range of 19 to 29 years.[44](#ndi12581-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#ndi12581-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} Participants were mostly female (82%) and Caucasian (\>60%).[44](#ndi12581-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#ndi12581-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#ndi12581-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} Studies explored SM effects on young men\'s dress practices and BI,[44](#ndi12581-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} young women\'s self‐image and thin ideals,[72](#ndi12581-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"} and eating habits of young men and women.[74](#ndi12581-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}

Qualitative thematic analysis revealed five themes contributing to SM\'s influence on BI and food choices: (i) SM spurs comparison and competition, (ii) comparing on SM heightens feelings about the body, (iii) young adults self‐evaluate and modify appearances to portray an ideal online image, (iv) young adults are aware of SM\'s impact on BI and food choices, however, (v) external validation via SM is pursued.

All qualitative studies (n = 4) identified that SM promoted a culture of personal appearance[44](#ndi12581-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#ndi12581-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#ndi12581-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#ndi12581-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} and food‐related[74](#ndi12581-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} comparison and competition among peers. Participants reflected on the feeling of being constantly compared to others as well as engaging in self‐comparisons regularly.[44](#ndi12581-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#ndi12581-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#ndi12581-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#ndi12581-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} Images of selfies, body physiques, fashion, exercise and weight‐loss were reported to be popular posts, and while some posts were considered inspirational, many posts were seen as showboating[44](#ndi12581-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#ndi12581-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#ndi12581-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} which were perceived as intending to make peers feel bad about themselves.

Exposure to body and food‐related posts heightened feelings of self‐judgement and body dissatisfaction because participants compared peers physical and lifestyle attributes to their own perceived strengths and inadequacies and often felt that they did not measure up to these online ideals.[44](#ndi12581-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#ndi12581-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#ndi12581-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#ndi12581-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} Online appearances were considered important with participants using photo editing filters,[44](#ndi12581-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#ndi12581-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#ndi12581-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} and fashion choices,[44](#ndi12581-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} and promotion of their physique [44](#ndi12581-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} and fitness achievements[74](#ndi12581-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} to accomplish this. Selfies were usually taken from multiple angles[44](#ndi12581-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} with only the best images or those detailing significant accomplishments posted.[74](#ndi12581-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} Young adults reported using SM as a platform for body and food‐related feedback and overanalysed images for quality and the number of follows and likes they received.[44](#ndi12581-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#ndi12581-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} This indicates that participants objectified themselves online to obtain an observers viewpoint about their bodies.[32](#ndi12581-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} Food‐related images assisted with meal preparation ideas.[74](#ndi12581-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} However, exposure to these images also increased young adults food preoccupations. Food‐related posts amplified feelings of hunger, with participants reporting wanting to eat regardless of satiety cues. In some situations, participants reported they felt a need to implement dietary restraint when exposed to food images considered "unhealthy". Engaging in social media during mealtimes was reported to distract young adults and predisposed them to make poorer food choices. However, participants appear aware of the negative impact SM can have on their BI and food choices and yet continued to engage on these platforms.[44](#ndi12581-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#ndi12581-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#ndi12581-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#ndi12581-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}

4. DISCUSSION {#ndi12581-sec-0008}
=============

This mixed methods systematic review aimed to understand how SM engagement and exposure to image‐related content influences BI and food choice in healthy young adults. Quantitative analysis (n = 26) identified that SM engagement or exposure to image‐related content was associated with higher body dissatisfaction, dieting/restricting food or overeating, or healthy food choices. Although the research has been dominated by quantitative studies, the qualitative research shed further light on the influence of SM on young adults in relation to feelings of comparison, competition and their pursuit of external validation. Considered together, findings suggest both SM engagement and exposure to image‐related content were associated with higher negative body image and some unhealthy food choices, however, these relationships are complex. Young adults engaging in negative SM activities (negative body talk, seeking reassurance, engaging in appearance‐related comparisons or self‐objectification), or being exposed to idyllic images (celebrities, peers, fitness) may be more susceptible to negative BI and food choice outcomes.

The findings from this review of observational literature are consistent with experimental studies exploring image‐related content. For example, young adult women exposed to idyllic images of celebrities, peers and fitness ("fitspiration") on Instagram reported greater body dissatisfaction,[36](#ndi12581-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [75](#ndi12581-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"} and weight loss behaviours when exposed to "fitspiration" on Pinterest.[30](#ndi12581-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} *Fitspiration* images aim to inspire healthy eating and exercise behaviours.[36](#ndi12581-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} However, content analyses of fitspiration on SM platforms have found that many images and their messages praise thinness and high fitness levels as ideals.[76](#ndi12581-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}, [77](#ndi12581-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"} The internalisation of thin and fitness ideals have been established as factors that increase body dissatisfaction in women[36](#ndi12581-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [78](#ndi12581-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"} suggesting that when the focus is on attaining physical body ideals, there is a potential for negative BI.[46](#ndi12581-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} SM exposure to idyllic content may be more pronounced compared to mass media due to the pervasive and personalised nature of these platforms.[52](#ndi12581-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}

Studies in this review identified that a predisposition to engage in appearance‐related comparisons online mediated the relationship between SM engagement and exposure to image‐related content and BI,[44](#ndi12581-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#ndi12581-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#ndi12581-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#ndi12581-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#ndi12581-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#ndi12581-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#ndi12581-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#ndi12581-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#ndi12581-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} and food choice outcomes.[52](#ndi12581-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#ndi12581-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} Social comparison theory suggests that people are inclined to compare themselves to others as a means of self‐evaluation and this predisposition to compare is stronger when the comparator is considered similar to oneself.[79](#ndi12581-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"} These findings highlight that by facilitating connection and engagement with peers and close or distant networks, SM platforms present an opportune vehicle for appearance‐related comparisons.[18](#ndi12581-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Qualitative findings in this review highlight that young adults appear pressured to present an ideal image of themselves online.[44](#ndi12581-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#ndi12581-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#ndi12581-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#ndi12581-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} This can lead to young adults vetting and altering photos, in order to post and share optimised images of themselves and their lives, thus further perpetuating an online environment of competition and comparison among peers.[44](#ndi12581-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#ndi12581-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#ndi12581-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#ndi12581-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} The extent that young adults engage in appearance comparisons will depend on how they internalise these ideals.[80](#ndi12581-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"} When there is a strong desire to conform to societal ideals combined with a discrepancy in one\'s self‐evaluation,[79](#ndi12581-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"} there is a higher risk of developing body dissatisfaction or engaging in unhealthy eating behaviours.[80](#ndi12581-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"} Supporting this contention, in this review, appearance comparisons made with peers were found to "amplify" effects on dieting,[52](#ndi12581-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} and body dissatisfaction[53](#ndi12581-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} in young adult women.

SM remains a challenging platform for health professionals to engage and educate young adults about healthy behaviours.[14](#ndi12581-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} Young adults seem drawn to the health messages of influencers and celebrities in preference to health professionals.[80](#ndi12581-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"} Many of these SM accounts have large fan bases for which they endorse products, praise idyllic lifestyles and share their perception of health and BI messages often misaligned with health promotion messages. They also provide a compelling source of entertainment and examples of the lived experience that young adults can aspire to. Health professionals have strived to emulate these qualities using social marketing strategies reported to improve engagement. These include using striking images and video, celebrity and peer spokespeople, and encouraging user‐generated content and collaboration.[10](#ndi12581-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [81](#ndi12581-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"} However, this systematic review indicates these exposures, or merely engaging on SM platforms may negate the original intent of health messages if not considered and moderated carefully.

There is a risk of health professionals unintentionally perpetuating poor BI and disordered food choices in healthy young adults while trying to implement engaging SM health‐related behaviour change campaigns. A re‐examination of core message philosophies, sensitivities towards BI dissatisfaction and disordered food choices to understand these nuances is needed to ensure SM interventions both engage young adults while mitigating the risks posed to body dissatisfaction and abnormal eating behaviours. Findings from this review suggest that SM health messages refrain from focussing on weight or physicality as measures of health. Alternatively, SM health messages that may support body satisfaction include: celebrating body functionality as opposed to body aesthetics,[82](#ndi12581-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"} promoting greater self‐compassion with positive quotes and illustrations online,[83](#ndi12581-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} and representing body diversity by celebrating a variety of body shapes, sizes, ethnicities and gender identities online.[84](#ndi12581-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}

These findings must be considered in light of the following limitations; this review evaluated habitual SM exposure using only observational literature. Therefore, causation and longer‐term eating behaviours cannot be determined. However, there are some insights that health professionals can consider in future SM health communications to mitigate risks associated with promoting negative BI and undesirable eating behaviours. Caution should be exercised when interpreting these results which had a focus on university cohorts from industrialised nations.

It is recommended future research explores the effects of exposures in broader young adult population groups and community settings. The SM environment is rapidly evolving making timely and relevant recommendations an ongoing challenge. Heterogeneity of tools used to evaluate outcome measures meant narrative synthesis was used to interpret results with qualitative analyses used to contextualise findings. In practice, health professionals need to consider discussing the influence of SM on BI with their young adult clients, including when engaging in health promotion campaigns.

In conclusion, SM is considered an essential platform for health professionals to reach and engage with young adults to encourage healthy behaviours. This review indicates that SM engagement and exposure to image‐related content may have a negative impact on BI and food choice in healthy young adult population groups who are vulnerable to SM influence. Viewing idyllic images of celebrities, peers, food, fitness and fashion, engaging in negative behaviours (body fat talk, reassurance seeking), or appearance comparisons online are specific exposures that may increase these risks. The pressure young adults feel to present an ideal image of themselves provided additional insight with significant investment given to photo taking and editing, fashion and promoting physical and fitness achievements on SM identified. SM campaigns must be cognisant of image‐related content to not unintentionally create or promote further body dissatisfaction among young adults.
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